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A democracy cannot survive as a permanent form of government. It can last only until its citizens discover that they can vote themselves largesse from the public treasury. From that moment on, the majority (who vote) will vote for the candidates promising the greatest benefits from the public purse, with the result that a democracy will always collapse from loose fiscal policies, always followed by a dictatorship.

Alexander Tytler [18th Century Scottish Historian, Quoted in The Economist March 21, 1998, p. 36.]

Abstract: How does the redistribution of income that a regime prescribes for society and the amount of public-good social-overhead investment it provides depend on the nature of that regime? And how do these influence said society’s productive success? Connections among these phenomena informed much of Mancur Olson’s (1982, 1991) life-work now so foundational to the literature on redistributive politics, economic growth/prosperity, and the nature of regimes. Still a transparent simple account of how the nature of a regime determines trade-offs between transfers and public capital investment can improve the foundations and clarify anomalies present in the literature. Here we elaborate a model to address these questions and we prove, contrary to received wisdom, that redistribution can reduce or actually and unexpectedly...
increase supplies of public overhead capital. Redistributive taxation reduces capital productivity, which incentivizes governments to supply less. But, contrary to conventional wisdom, redistribution can also so deplete the tax base that to offset some of the loss government will actually invest more in the way of public-overhead factor inputs than would a less redistributive regime of an otherwise comparable society.
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1. INTRODUCTION

What is the relationship between the redistribution of income that a regime prescribes for society and the amount of public-good social-overhead investment it provides? As evidenced by The Economist’s quote from Tytler the question is not new. Economists such as Mancur Olson have focused intense scrutiny on the importance of public capital investment in a society’s productive success and on the effects of redistributive transfers – so massively increased over the past generation – to that success. The connection between these two phenomena informed much of Olson’s life-work now so foundational to the literature on redistributive politics, economic growth/prosperity, and the nature of regimes. Still a transparent simple account of how the nature of a regime determines trade-offs between transfers and such public capital investment can improve the foundations and clarify anomalies present in the literature. Such irregularities include non-intuitive efficiency effects of redistribution, and the peculiar role of Cobb-Douglas production in appraising the trade-offs. The modern classic is Robert Barro (1990), which many take as a foundation for such analysis, but as shown here this contains errors. Clarity about these issues can be elusive because of the great variety in sources, and types of redistribution, and even the meaning of the term. We take pains to clarify this in Section II of this paper.

Here we elaborate a model to address these questions and we prove, contrary to received wisdom, that redistribution may reduce or actually increase supplies of public overhead capital. Redistributive taxation reduces capital productivity, which incentivizes governments to supply less. But, contrary to conventional wisdom, redistribution can also so deplete the tax base that to offset some of the loss government will actually invest more in the way of public-overhead factor inputs than would a less redistributive regime of an otherwise comparable society. These conclusions challenge
Barro’s (1990, 1999) model, which misses this dynamic between redistribution and social investment. Moreover, refuting Barro we show that interactions between redistribution, investment, and type of regime entail deadweight welfare losses even if the amount a government invests in its society is "efficient."

Classics and moderns alike recognize\(^1\) that every society reaps immense allocative benefits from conquering anarchy and imposing a social order on itself via its government, and that the first justification of every social order is the provision of productivity enhancing public goods. A second feature universal to every social order and its government is transfer of wealth from some groups of the population to others. From the positive perspective adopted here redistribution is not as a question of equity but of power. The basic premise is that the tradeoff between these two choices boils down to a benefit cost calculation rather than a value judgment: in return for the net benefits which a society obtains from productive public good investment, it must pay extra costs, transfers to favored and powerful groups which its form of governance exacts. Following Martin McGuire and Mancur Olson (1996) [hereafter MO]. we ask: how far along the public-good-benefit/redistribution-cost margin a society and a government will proceed? As in more recent research on the larger tapestry of a country’s political economy how do governments combine political and economic calculation to balance these competing choices?

Here we extend and elaborate the beginning approach to this problem made by MO. They constructed an argument based solely on substitution effects. National product was a function of public overhead capital inputs, \((G)\), and all other factors including labor \((L)\) were fixed in supply. They demonstrate that governments that choose more redistribution will ordinarily provide less public goods.\(^2\) Crucial in this calculus is the share of the private productive economy owned by the governing powers, since this determines how much of the costs of redistribution will be borne by those governing powers and how much of the gains from public good provision they will capture.

---


\(^2\) One line of research (Cornes and Sandler 2000, Itaya and Myles, 1997) demonstrates contrary to the early M-O model that inequality of distribution by increasing voluntary public good provision as a substitute for benevolent government can benefit everyone. Although the mechanism that produces this result differs from mine, it is consistent with our result.
Barro (1990) also approaches these questions in a dynamic multi-period model. He includes both income and substitution effects in the consumer’s responses to linear income taxation and choice of saving. He finds that in the knife-edge case of Cobb-Douglas (C-D) production, the consumer’s maximizing response to linear taxation does not interfere with marginal efficiency conditions in the government’s investment decision calculus. Consequently he argues under a C-D assumption the government always provides an “efficient” amount of G irrespective of the level of taxation employed for redistribution. I show this to be wrong. How excess burden of taxation influences the amount of public investment and how it influences the efficiency of government decisions to invest are different issues even though related. In fact, income effects may cause greater redistribution to lead to more social overhead provision. I construct a simplified, comparative static version of Barro’s dynamic model demonstrating that in his framework too realistic democracies can be envisaged as a linear combination of pure Autocracy and perfect Utopia. Accordingly, this powerful organizing concept of Olson’s, which visualizes every society to behave somewhat like a pure democracy and somewhat like a selfish dictatorship, thus readily extends to environments that include individual labor-leisure as well as savings-consumption choices.

The paper proceeds in several stages. First, to introduce income and scale effects, I develop a basic model and derive outcomes under lump sum taxation. We show these outcomes (1) for a utopian, totally benevolent or consensual dictatorship concerned only with the welfare of the citizens, then (2) for comparison for a totally selfish autocrat concerned only with his own net tax collections. Second, we examine outcomes under linear income taxation. Here again the extreme cases of perfect consensus utopia and totally selfish autocracy are considered. A comparison of regimes demonstrates that an autocrat may actually provide more of the public capital input, and therefore sustain a more productive economy. Third, (Section 7), using the pure autocracy and pure utopian examples as end points, we demonstrate how more realistic semi-

---

3 Production combines (1) fixed amounts of labor, (2) variable amounts of private capital (k) accumulated through savings decisions, and (3) variable amounts of tax financed government public factor inputs, (g) to produce generalized output (y). With C-D production, because the productive efficiency conditions for g/y are the same under benevolent and self-interested governments, the share of public investment as a percentage of national income or product is the same under the two regimes. But because the analysis ignores income effects it overlooks the fact that both y and g differ systematically under different optimizing regimes, so that g and y may differ greatly while g/y does not.

4 This resembles the Diamond and Mirlees (1970-71) [D-M] result that at a constrained-maximum second-best, marginal constraints in consumption markets will not contaminate the optimality of first best marginal conditions in factor markets. Absent C-D production technology, this D-M conclusion may not obtain. This knife-edge peculiarity of Cobb-Douglas production also turns up in analyses of neoclassical balanced growth as in Akerlof and Nordhaus (1967) and Arrow and Kurz (1970), for reasons explained in Section 9.

5 Engineer (1989, 1990) provides early insights into this question. Income and scale effects in consumer utility and government production functions have also been identified and considered in some detail in the literature on optimal inflation tax. See Aiyagari, Christiano, and Eichenbaum (1992) and Mulligan and Sala-i-Martin (1997) for example.
democratic societies share features of both these components and can --- as in MO (1996) be analyzed as a linear combination of the two. Moreover, we show that there is an inherent tendency for sufficiently democratic societies, where the ownership base of the governing group is sufficiently far reaching, to refrain completely from transfer, and to tax only to pay for public capital public goods. Fourth (Section 9), we explain why it is that other Constant Return to Scale production functions other than Cobb-Douglas necessarily entail violations of the efficiency condition for public factor input provision. This peculiar difference between C-D and other production functions is recognized (Barro 1990, and Karras 1996), but not explained.6

2. DEFINITIONS

Before proceeding, however, a clarification of our underlying categories seems in order. Specifically the categories that we label “public investment,” “redistribution,” and “governance” all may invoke different understandings in the reader, especially since each is often applied to name various different phenomena, entities, or constructs.

Public Capital

The capital investments referred to in the title should be thought of here as investments by public authorities in human or physical capital, which enhance the total productive capabilities of an economy in the fashion of public goods. These public good investments can be highly diverse: public safety, health, education, transport and other infrastructure facilities, establishment of judicial and financial institutions and their enforcement, and national security to name some of the more prominent. Economists often have labeled the economically productive capital so amassed as “Social Capital.” However, sociologists and political scientists, among others, could be confused by this usage, as “social capital” has become for them closely associated with Robert Putnam’s usage (following James Coleman) – namely a system of norms and expectations that enable people to work together, or that improve societal functioning, such as norms of reciprocity, truth telling, and trust.

6 Cobb-Douglas (CD) production is not as much of a special case as one might think. For the analysis of macro-production some overall function must be selected for tractability. This points to a choice of a constant returns to scale (CRS) or linear such homogeneous production function, since otherwise either “excess returns” to productive factors over and above their marginal products or sub-marginal returns then must be explained. In other words, non-CRS production simply introduces a need for further accounting of national accounts. There are plenty of CRS production functions other than Cobb-Douglas, but none of the others with its centrality, tractability, and familiarity. This paper shows that other CRS but non-CD choices imply an inefficiency in the tax-investment behavior of government tax/investment decisions, where CD production allows the efficiency loss to be avoided.
In that conception “social capital” is a public good, but it is not typically produced by government investment nor more generally associated with capital expenditure and thus not rival with redistribution. It also is not concrete. For this reason I have omitted that term from the title, and where used in the text it does not refer to “social capital” as conceived by Coleman. Moreover, since our analysis has no explicit time dimension, and therefore, follows the “comparative static” scenario typical of introductory economics, there is no distinction between investment (which is a flow) and “capital” (which is an accumulated stock). So I use investment and capital more or less interchangeably.

**Governance**

The government considered here can reflect a unified monolithic king who “owns” his economy. He taxes and spends (within limits) to suit his own interest, and he maintains this power with no expenditures identified as necessary to maintain his position, indefinitely. There is no treatment of the internal incentives, conflicts and compromises within the government. If the king has no separate interests of his own, he may be “benevolent,” and represent solely the aggregate interest of the people, assumed to be unitary and monolithic. With all internal issues regarding distribution having been settled, this “consensual society” has the same incentives and goals as a perfectly benevolent dictator. Lastly, in the later stages of the paper, the government may represent the interests a subset of the population. How any particular subset might come to command the instruments and powers of governance is left to be addressed another time. Here again, however such a government might be composed, as under the first two “pure” forms, questions of distribution within the governing structure are omitted.

**Redistribution**

The range and variation of issues under the rubric distribution is vast. Distribution or redistribution among whom? By what criteria? How decided, enforced, and regulated? Current practices may often involve a parliament, deciding by vote, and as a response to diverse demands and pressures. The distribution addressed in our model however is vastly simpler than such real world examples, yet in its way logically prior to any of them. The only distribution treated here is from the producing economy – the citizen-workers – to the government. This redistribution is implemented by a tax, and a very simple tax at that like a flat rate income tax. The productive economy and its worker/consumers pay the tax with no discrimination among them, as they are taken to be a unitary monolith. The government, whether the creature-client of a (1)

---

7 I thank a referee for helping with this.
selfish autocrat or (2) a benevolent dictator, or (3) a unified oligarchy of a fraction of the people sees its interest as congruent with the net benefit that accrues to its client.

Thus the redistribution afforded by the tax and spend options of the government resembles a tribute to the king, or in the case of benevolent dictatorship a "tribute" from the citizenry to itself. One of the insights of this paper is to demonstrate that viewed from this perspective, autocracy and ideal democracy are merely end-points along a spectrum of possible modes or styles of governance.

3. CONTEXT, NOTATION, AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Context: The Game

The economic model developed here is in the economic tradition of comparative statics. Thus, as in any such analysis, this describes steady state equilibria or tendencies in our political economy. The dynamics of how such equilibria might be achieved (or avoided, or blocked for that matter) – while highly relevant and interesting – are not discussed.

The game proposed between the citizenry as workers/consumers and the collective authority or government is, accordingly, rather simplified (considering the alternatives offered by modern game theory). The unitary, monolithic government – whether it is benevolent dictator who truly represents the welfare of the citizens, or a selfish and greedy autocrat who acts to maximize his own benefit – moves first. It has accurate information as to how the citizenry will respond to his tax and public good provision decisions, and he uses this information when deciding how to tax and invest in his realm. Moving second, the citizens – themselves acting as a unitary monolith also – maximize welfare given the parameters announced by the government. End of game! Note that fascinating issues like the length of time over which the government maximizes, and whether the details of the costs of tax collection and enforcement of the regimes power influence its choices and its durability are left aside as well.

Notation

There is a single, numeraire consumption good, $Y$, the output of private production.

$Y = \text{National Product; price} = 1$

The consumer/producer/citizens are modeled at first by a single unitary representative individual or homogeneous group, with a time endowment $L^0$ which is consumed as leisure, $\ell$, or allocated as productive labor, $L$. 
The public good factor input, G, can be transformed from Y at constant average cost of unity.

\[ G = \text{Public Good Factor Input}; \quad \text{price} = 1 \]

Production is Cobb-Douglas (See footnote 7.)

\[ Y(L, G) = L^a G^{1-a} \]

\( Y_G, Y_L = \text{Marginal products of } G, L \)

The government or “ruling interest” finances G from tax collections, which may be either lump sum or constant proportional linear income taxes. Lump sum taxation is used here strictly for a heuristic comparison.

\( T = \text{lump sum taxes, under lump sum taxation.} \)

\( t = \text{Average/Marginal Income tax rate under linear income taxation.} \)

\( C = \text{Citizen Consumption after taxes, price of } C = 1 \)

\[ C = (1 – t)Y(L, G) – T: \textbf{either } T \textbf{ or } t \textbf{ must be zero.} \]

\( U = U[C, L]: \text{Citizen Utility: maximized for any given } T \textbf{ or } t, \textbf{ and } G. \)

\( U_C > 0, U_L = – U_t < 0: \text{Marginal utility of consumption, labor.} \)

The government chooses values of t or T depending on the case, and of G, to meet its objective, which we shall specify presently. Before doing so, however, we derive two relationships, which will be used throughout the analysis. These are (1) the citizen’s response function to the government tax and public good supply decisions, and (2) the overall society’s Consumption Feasibility Frontier (CFF) as seen by an omniscient planner.

**Citizens’ Response: Labor Supply**

The citizens accept government’s choices of G and t (or T) and maximize utility. Their variable of choice is labor supply. Thus if taxation is lump sum, the citizens’ first order maximization condition becomes:

\[ \text{Max } U[C, L] \text{ s.t. } C = Y(L, G) – T \Rightarrow Y_L U_C[C, L] + U_L = 0 \quad (1) \]

On the other hand, under linear income taxation their FOC becomes:

\[ \text{Max } U[C, L] \text{ s.t. } C = (1 – t)Y(L, G) \Rightarrow (1 – t)Y_L U_C[C, L] + U_L = 0 \quad (2) \]
The Consumption Feasibility Frontier

The omniscient planner’s Consumption Feasibility Frontier, $C = f(L)$, is derived from the planning problem

$$f(L) = \max Y[L, G] - G$$

For each value of $G$, $Y(L, G)$ is shifted vertically downward by that amount "G" to give $Y[L, G]-G$, ie the "Consumption Feasibility Locus" for that amount of $G$. The value of $G$ is shown by the intercept below the $L$-endowment point. When $Y(G,L)$ is CRS, the envelope of the family of all such downward-shifted Consumption Feasibility Curves is linear, $f(L) - (\text{shown as } Y-G- \beta L)$ – and each curve contributes one point to the envelope. At each envelope-point, its associated values of $G$ and of $L$ imply that $Y = 1$. The envelope line thus represents the solution to $\max G Y[L, G] - G = f(L)$.

From necessary condition $Y_G(L, G) = 1$ plus the family of consumption feasibility curves, $C = Y(L, G) - G$, the Feasibility Frontier follows by eliminating $G$. When $Y$ is linear-homogeneous, $Y_G$ is homogeneous of degree zero. From $Y_G = 1$, it follows that the function $G = g(L)$ derived therefrom is linear also and, therefore, so is $Y(L, g(L))$. Therefore, net consumption $C = f(L) = Y(L, g(L)) - g(L)$ is also linear. Graphical derivation of the envelope of $Y(L, G) - G = \beta L$ is shown in Fig. 1 as a line of slope $-\beta$. Locus $\beta L$ shows the maximum net output available to an economy which

---

8 For example if $Y = L^\alpha G^{1-\alpha}$ and $Y_G = (1-\alpha)L^{\alpha-1}G = 1$, then $Y = (1-\alpha)L^{\alpha-1}G\frac{1}{\alpha}L = \gamma L$. And $Y - G$ is linear in $L$, viz $Y - G = \alpha(1-\alpha)L^{\alpha-1}G\frac{1}{\alpha}L = \beta L (\beta = \alpha \gamma)$. A general derivation of this relation is given in McGuire (1982).
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has optimized the supply of G (price of 1) for every value of L. Let G take on various parametric values indexed by the label "k." Then for each value of k, a consumption feasibility curve exists – i.e. the curve Y(L, Gk) – Gk – and this curve contributes one point (say point "k") to the envelope Feasibility Frontier, which we label βL.

4. LUMP SUM TAXATION: UTOPIA VS. AUTOCRACY

We now can use these analytics to compare a utopian consensual system of government versus a perfectly autocratic one. Both forms represent polar cases; neither is realistic, but they do establish extremes of best and worst which a system of governance can produce when the state can tax in a lump sum manner. An assumption of lump-sum taxation is also unrealistic, as it implies perfect costless information and an ability to tax without creating any excess burden at all, but it forms a heuristic basis for the analysis of income effects. The utopian consensual society – in which all redistribution questions have been settled and taxes are, therefore, levied solely for productive purposes – desires to:

Max U(C, L) s.t. C = Y(G, L) – T, G = T

In the case where Y = LαG1-α, the "Consensus Government," or benevolent dictator chooses G, and citizens choose L. The outcome of the citizens' choice is:

UCYL + UL = 0; or YL = αY/L = -UL/UC  (5)

The outcome of the Government's choice is:

YG = (1-α)Y/G = 1 (6)

Therefore, to summarize the optimum with lump-sum taxation and a perfectly benevolent government:

\[ \text{MRTS} = \left( \frac{Y_L}{Y_G} \right) = \text{MRS} = \left( \frac{U_L}{U_C} \right) = \left[ \frac{\alpha(1-\alpha)}{G/L} \right] = \frac{\alpha(1-\alpha)^{1-\alpha}}{\alpha} = \beta \]  

This utopian optimum is shown in Fig. 2. It generates U^ for the citizens, as indicated at point "u." Note that the optimum provision of public factor input, G = G^, is identified by the curve [Y(L, G^) – G^] which is tangent both to U^ and to the Consumption Feasibility Frontier envelope βL at point "u." The citizen's optimizing choice of L = L^ is shown as well. U^ is the absolute best any society could achieve. Resources are allocated to productive factors, G, until the marginal product of the last unit allocated equals its cost, illustrating how the utopian government takes a long-run view and is thus willing to invest in public factor inputs.9

9 Our steady state, long run equilibrium interpretation of a comparative static result abstracts from inter-temporal considerations, so the word "invest" is meant only suggestively. Fig. 1 can also illustrate Barro's
Figure 2
The planner’s Consumption Feasibility Frontier, CFF, as derived in Fig. 1, is again drawn as \( \beta L \) together with two Consumption Feasibility Curves (CFC), \( Y(G, L) - G \) curves. Every CFC \( G^0 < G^* \) contributes one point to \( \beta L \). A benign, utopian government using lump-sum taxes chooses \( U^0 \), the associated \( G^0 \) and \( L^0 \). A selfish autocrat with lump sum tax powers could obtain rents of \( R^* \) by providing \( G^* > G^0 \), which induces work \( L^* > L^0 \). To obtain \( R^* \) he must know he lowest welfare his subjects will endure, i.e. \( U^0 \).

Now consider the selfish autocrat. We assume that his wants are unlimited just as any other consumer’s. His rule, we assume, is secure, so that he desires to maximize long run sustainable extractions from his realm; therefore, he is willing to plough resources from tax collections, \( T \), back into the economy in the form of public factor inputs or investments. Thus the autocrat’s net “Rent” collections are \( R = T - G \). The citizen’s consumption \( C \), labor supply \( L \), and utility \( U(C, L) \) are indirectly determined by the autocrat through the choice of \( T \) and of \( G \). This is seen from the citizen’s choice problem.

\[
\text{Max } U[(Y(L, G) - T), L] \quad \text{s.t.} \quad L \leq L^0
\]  

result that if the planner consistently supplies too much \( G \) (so that \( Y_G = \text{constant} < 1 \)), or too little \( G \) (so that \( Y_G > 1 \)), the second best optimum cannot be achieved by decentralized lump sum taxation. For now, the second best social consumption opportunity set is a ray like \( \beta L \) only less steep (say \( \epsilon L, \epsilon < \beta \)), but individual, post tax, consumption opportunity curves are not tangent to \( \epsilon L \). Therefore, lump-sum taxation cannot induce the consumer to choose a point where his indifference curve is tangent to \( \epsilon L \).
which yields again $U_C Y_L + U_L = 0$ as in eq (1) or eq (5), and therefore labor supply, $L$, and consumption, $C$:

$$L = h(T, G); \quad C = Y[h(T,G),G] - T$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Thus the autocrat, in choosing $T$ and $G$, effectively chooses the citizen’s utility. How does he determine $T$? He wants $T$ as large as possible. If we assume a minimum citizen utility exists, and is known by the autocrat $U^*$, below which the autocrat will lose power; then the autocrat’s problem becomes:

$$\text{Max} \ [T - G] + \lambda [U^* - U\{(Y[h(T,G),G] - T), h(T,G)\}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

with necessary first order conditions:

$$1 - \lambda \{h_T[U_C Y_L + U_L] - U_C\} = 0 \quad \Rightarrow \quad 1/\lambda = -U_C$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

and

$$-1 - \lambda \{h_G[U_C Y_L + U_L] + U_C Y_G\} = 0 \quad \Rightarrow \quad 1/\lambda = -U_C Y_G \quad \Rightarrow \quad Y_G = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The first, Eq. (11), shows that taxation proceeds until the implicit relative weight of the citizens’ to the autocrat’s utility equals $\lambda$. Eq. (12) confirms that autocrats who can tax in a lump sum manner impose no excess burden and, therefore, invest until the marginal product of the public factor inputs $Y_G$ just equals its cost (which is unity).

Figure 2 shows this $U^*$-optimum of the selfish autocrat, also comparing it to the $U^*$-optimum of the utopian consensus. The $U^*$ outcome is simply an autocratic outcome with zero Rent. The after tax consumption opportunity set of the society is shown to be equal to the utopian constraint shifted in by the amount of net rent collections. Fig. 2 also compares the citizen’s choice of $L$ and the government’s choice of $G$ under the two situations. It makes clear, unless leisure is an inferior good, rent collections by the autocrat cause people to work more (a result foreseen in earlier work of Brennan and Buchanan, (1977)), and therefore these provide the autocratic government reason to supply more of the public good. In Figure 2, $G^*$ necessarily exceeds $G^o$, and $L^*$ necessarily exceeds $L^o$ only provided leisure is non-inferior. With more $L$ supplied by the populace, the productivity of public investments is greater and, at an efficient optimum, more $G$ will be provided. (For confirmation of the relative size of $G^*$ and $G^o$, refer again to Fig. 1.) Thus, a tax-price discriminating or multi part taxing autocracy\textsuperscript{10} has an inherent incentive to provide more $G$, on an efficiency basis, than would a utopian society. As we shall see this perfectly ordinary interdependence between productivity of factors extends to analysis under less hypothetical taxation systems than lump sum.

\textsuperscript{10} Olson later proposed a similar multi-part taxation incentive as part of the explanation for the high investment/growth performance of the Soviet economy in the mid 20\textsuperscript{th} Century.
5. PROPORTIONAL INCOME TAXATION, THE CONSENSUAL SOCIETY, AND THE CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE OF COBB-DOUGLAS PRODUCTION

Now we introduce more realistic taxation and we will see that in some ways adding scale and income effects can reverse expected results, raising public capital provision despite the increase in deadweight costs occasioned by taxes. Here proportional income tax rather than a lump sum tax generates the revenues for the public investments, G, as well as redistributions from the powerless to the powerful. Public goods and all revenues for redistribution, if any, are financed by the collections tY(L,G).

With C-D production, analytics are dramatically simplified. Citizens’ consumption opportunities are:

\[ C = (1-t)G(1-\alpha)L^\alpha = XL^\alpha \]  

(13)

using a notation that shows L as functionally independent of (t, G). The citizen’s response to given tax rate and public good supply – t and G – then becomes:

\[ -(U_C/U_L) = \left[ \alpha(1-t)Y/L = (1-t)G(1-\alpha)L^{\alpha-1} \right] \]  

(14)

Now the crucial simplification: for the citizen-workers, both G and t are fixed parameters, so for them we can write \((1-t)G(1-\alpha)L^\alpha = X = X(G, t)\) as a fixed coefficient. So (14) above just says that the consumer maximizes U when his indifference curves are tangent to his Consumption Opportunity Curve, (COC), \(C = XL^\alpha\). This unique and extremely useful feature of C-D production – i.e. that the consumption opportunity curve depends only on the value of X irrespective of which combination of values of t and G give any particular X that value – this means that under Cobb-Douglas, there is a single unique offer curve that obtains for all combinations of G and t yielding the same value of X.11 The citizens’ offer or supply of labor curve shown in Figure 3 as \(L = \varphi(C)\), or \(C = \varphi(L)\). For each different value of X – whatever values of G and t yield this value of X – a different point on the offer curve is identified. (\(\varphi\) differs slightly from the standard offer curve of trade or micro theory; in the ordinary case, consumption opportunities are given by constant, straight price lines, here by diminishing margin, after-tax return to labor curves.) We use this construction to show the consensus society’s decision under constant proportional income tax.

---

11 Actually any production function that gives consumption with a form \(C = f(G, t) \times h(L)\) would show this result. But Section 9 shows how other conventional Constant Return to Scale but non-Cobb-Douglas production functions violate \(C = X(G, t)L^\alpha\) which accounts for C-D’s knife-edge quality.
Each value of $X(G, t)$ generates a Consumption Opportunity Curve, $XL$. Consumer maximization for that value of $X$ gives choice at a tangency. The locus of these tangencies is the consumer’s offer curve of labor for consumption.

Each value of $G$, eg $G^{**}$ generates a Consumption Feasibility Curve, CFC, ie $Y(G^{**}, L) - G^{**}$ – and a set of Consumption Opportunity Curves, $XL$, one for every value of $t$ given $G = G^{**}$. For $G$ to be sustainable, the consumer’s choice of $L$ on $XL$ must lie on or below the Consumption Feasibility Locus.
The consensual government’s problem is to maximize citizens’ utility subject to the following conditions:

1. The citizens are on their offer curve; i.e. \( L = L[C] \) or \( C = \phi(L) \)
2. The income tax pays for \( G \); i.e. \( G \leq ty(L,G) \), or \( (1-t)Y \leq Y(L,G) - G \).

We have already shown the offer curve constraint in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the budget constraint with one \([Y - G]\) curve for \( G = G^* \), and all the various combinations of \((1-t)Y = X(G^*, t) \cdot L^\alpha \) for that same value \( G^* \) but different values of \( t \). If the government’s choice of \( G^* \) and \( t \) and the citizens’ choice of \( L \) put the society on or below \([Y(L, G^*) - G^*]\) then the tax constraint is satisfied. Using this information, we write the consensus society’s optimization problem therefore as:

\[
\text{Max } U[C, L]: \quad \text{s.t. } C = (1-t)Y(L,G); \quad G = tY(L,G); \quad (1-t)\{U_C[C, L]\}_L + U_L = 0 \\
C, L, t, G (15)
\]

The necessary conditions for this maximum will imply optimal \( G \) and optimal \( t \).

First, Fig. 5 shows a diagram of the solution to this problem with offer curve \( \phi \), (C-D production), and efficiency envelope, \( \beta L \). Evidently \( G \) and \( t \) should be chosen to put the society at a point of maximum citizens’ welfare; this occurs where their offer curve, \( \phi \), intersects the efficiency envelope \( Y - G = \beta L \). At this solution, because it is on the envelope, the marginal product of \( G \), \( Y_G = 1 \). Through this point labeled “N” passes one particular \( Y - G \) curve, namely \( Y(L, G^N) - G^N \) (“N” for “non-redistributive”). \( G^N \) gives the optimal value of \( G \). Through the same point passes one \((1-t)Y(L, G^N)\) curve, with \( t = t^N \). This is the society’s consumption possibility frontier under proportional income tax with \( t = t^N \). Since these two curves intersect at “N” and this is on the \( \beta L \)-envelope, taxes collected are just sufficient to pay for the \( G \) provided. Citizens’ welfare is maximized at “N” where its indifference curve is tangent to one particular \( C = XL^\alpha \), and \( X = (1-t^N)(G^N)^{(1-\alpha)} \). Thus, at this benevolent dictator’s or consensus optimum three conditions are fulfilled.

1. The budget is in balance: \((1-t)Y = Y \cdot G\)
2. Society is on its offer curve: \((1-t)Y = \phi(L)\)
3. Society is on the efficiency envelope: \( Y_G = 1 \)

To derive the necessary conditions for this optimum, consider an optimizing government as it weighs alternative values of \( t \) and \( G \). C-D production lets us transform

---

12. So Fig. 4 shows one curve for \((G^*)(1-\alpha)L^\alpha - G^*\) and several curves for \((1-t)(G^*)(1-\alpha)L^\alpha = X(t, G^*) L^\alpha\).
13. Since the consensus society has already achieved agreement on the distribution of income, taxing more than strictly needed to pay for public goods would be pointless and wasteful – adding to the excess burden of the tax and the distortion which the tax introduces to the goods-leisure choice. Therefore, we can assume strict equality in \( G = ty(L, G) \).
14. Note that the consumer indifference curve is tangent to \( C = XL^\alpha \), not to \( \beta L \), this distortion being caused by the constant tax-rate creating a wedge between the Marginal Rate of Substitution and Marginal Rate of Transformation.
variables using $X \equiv (1-t)G^{(1-\alpha)}$ or $t = \left[ 1 - \frac{X}{G^{(1-\alpha)}} \right]$. The consumer’s maximizing choice of $L$ then gives the offer curve in parametric form as:

$$L = L(X); \quad \text{and} \quad C = XL^\alpha = X[L(X)]^\alpha$$  \hspace{1cm} (16a)

The government’s budget constraint, $G = tY$, is now written as:

$$G = \left[ 1 - \frac{X}{G^{(1-\alpha)}} \right][L(X)^\alpha G^{(1-\alpha)}] = [G^{(1-\alpha)} - X]L(X)^\alpha.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16b)

Therefore, the consensus government’s maximization problem becomes:

$$\max \ U[XL(X)^\alpha, L(X)] + \lambda \{G - [G^{(1-\alpha)} - X]L(X)^\alpha\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

The necessary condition for this maximum from differentiating with respect to $G$ is:

$$-\lambda \left[ 1 - (1-\alpha)L^\alpha G^{(1-\alpha)} \right] = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

This FOC entails $Y_L = 1$ proving – consistent with Barro (1990) – that, in this case, the optimum is on the efficiency envelope so that $Y = G = \beta L$. At this optimum, $G/Y = t = 1 - \alpha$.

Now we are in a position to compare the outcomes for the consensus society under the alternative tax regimes of lump sum taxation, and constant proportional income tax. Fig. 5 does this for us. We can see from the diagram that, compared to lump sum taxation, under proportional taxation:

1. Society reaches a lower level of welfare; $U^N < U^o$.
2. Income taxation distorts the supply of labor below its lump sum utopian optimum; ie. $L^N < L^o$.
3. Income taxation produces a deadweight loss or excess burden, $U^o - U^N$.

15 At each point on this offer curve – $U/L = \alpha XL^{(\alpha-1)}L_X$, where $L_X = dL(X)/dX$. Differentiating with respect to $X$ gives:

$$U/L + \alpha XL^{(\alpha-1)}L_X + U_L L_X - \lambda [\alpha L^{(\alpha-1)}L_x(G^{(1-\alpha)} - X) + L^\alpha] = 0$$

16 However, absent C-D production, the simplification of isolating $X$ that this transform permits is lost. Only with this special assumption, does the first order condition require efficiency in provision of $G$ (Karras, 1996). In general the consensus government’s or benevolent dictator’s maximization problem must be written out:

$$\max \ U(C, L, G, t) + \lambda_1 \left[ G - tY(L, G) \right] + \lambda_2 \left[ C - (1-t)Y(L, G) \right] + \lambda_3 \left[ (1-t)UL(C, L) + U_L \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Differentiating, simplifying, and collecting terms now leads to the new following crucial condition:

$$\lambda_1 (1-Y_L)/(1-t) + (\lambda_2 - \lambda_3)\left[ Y_G - Y_{YG}/L_G \right] = 0; \quad \lambda_1 \neq \lambda_2$$

The inequality follows from assuming $t > 0$. Therefore, $\{Y_G Y_L = Y_{YG} \Leftrightarrow \{Y_L = 1\}$. Note that $Y_G Y_L = Y_{YG}$ is definitionally true of C-D functions and may be true locally for other CRS functions. Therefore, production need not be globally C-D for efficiency in provision of $G$ to obtain at the optimum. But if production is CRS and not Cobb-Douglas then $\{Y_G Y_L \neq Y_{YG} \Leftrightarrow \{Y_L \neq 1\}$. So a non-CD production function means that the optimum cannot lie on the efficiency envelope.
Figure 5
** Figure 5 is also helpful for understanding consensus government behavior as it increases G from zero, and always taxes just enough to pay for G. Let such a balanced budget exercise proceed along the offer curve from G = 0. For each value of X = X^k and the corresponding consumer choice of L^k, two combinations of G and t are consistent with X^k and balance the budget --- a higher than optimal value of G and higher than optimal t, and a lower than optimal G and t. These two combinations are not shown in the Figure. We can see this by merging all three constraints from equation (15) into a new function of L and G, called V(L, G)

\[ V(L, G) \Leftrightarrow \left\{ \frac{(Y-G)}{Y} L U_{L}[(Y-G), L] + U_{L}[(Y-G), L] = 0 \right\} \]

This expression implicitly contains the functions L = L(G) and \( L_{G} = -\frac{\partial V}{\partial G}/\frac{\partial V}{\partial G} \). The government considers alternative values of G, for each value maintaining a balanced budget by its choice of t. Each (G, t) combination invokes a value of labor effort for that G the government might provide. Which of these values of G should this consensus government choose to maximize \( U(Y[G, L(G)] - G, L(G)) \)? Substituting directly from the constraint gives a government problem of:

\[ \text{Max}_{G} \ U[(Y[L(G), G] - G), L(G)] \]

The first order condition for this maximum is:

\[ U_{L}[Y_{G} - 1] + Y_{L} = 0 \]

However, \( L_{G} \) itself is a function of \( Y_{G} \), as seen from working out the details of \( \partial V/\partial G \); so it is wrong to claim that \( Y_{G} = 1 \) if \( L_{G} = 0 \). Instead the reverse; if \( Y_{G} = 1 \) then the efficiency envelope is attainable and the consensus maximum provides an efficient amount of G. But if the offer curve as conditioned by the production function and constant average tax rates cannot reach the consumption frontier \( BL \) then because \( Y_{G} \neq 1 \), it follows that \( L_{G} \neq 0 \).
4. Income taxation implies less investment or provision of public goods for the economy than does lump sum taxation; \( G^N < G^o \).

5. The supply of \( G = G^N \) is nevertheless efficient in the sense that at this configuration \( Y_G = 1 \).

This outcome refutes Barro: even though there is no marginal inefficiency in provision of \( G \) (i.e. \( Y_G = 1 \)) there still is deadweight loss due to the distortion on the margin of work effort and this causes sub-optimal provision of \( G \) (compared to the lump sum utopian result). So far, introduction of income effects, absent from the M-O analysis, confirms their result. But as we will see next, this is no longer true when we permit the government acting for an autocrat to represent his interests in opposition to those of its citizens.

7. Outcomes Under Proportional Income Taxation: The Selfish Autocrat The Autocrat’s Allocation Problem:

A dictatorial ruler obtains the resources to satisfy his objectives solely from taxes. He does not sell his labor or any other services in the market. Because his wants are unlimited, he redistributes the maximum sustainable absolute amount to himself without regard for the welfare of his subjects. This gross surplus which goes to the selfish autocrat is \( tY(L,G) \). The same self-interest that leads an autocrat to maximize his extractions from the society also motivates a concern for the productivity of his society. First, his monopoly over tax collection induces him to limit those taxes. Second, the autocrat will provide public goods because doing so increases productivity in his domain and, therefore, his tax collections. Thus, \( tY(L,G) - G > 0 \) gives the selfish autocrat’s surplus net of his payments for public goods. These conclusions follow from postulating that the autocrat solves either of these equivalent maximization problems to find his optimum Rent, \( R = Y - C - G \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max } & Y(L,G) - C - G: \quad \text{s.t. } \quad C = (1-t)Y(L,G) \text{ and } (1-t) U_C Y_L + U_L = 0 \\
\text{or } & \\
\text{Max } & tY(L,G) - G: \quad \text{s.t. } \quad C = (1-t)Y(L,G) \text{ and } (1-t) U_C Y_L + U_L = 0
\end{align*}
\]

The autocrat must choose both \( t \) and \( G \) to obtain his optimum. Since provision of the public good, \( G \), affects the level of income, it also affects tax receipts. The ruler pockets all tax revenues beyond those he spends on \( G \). Thus, for any value of \( G \), he wants to obtain as much product as possible for his treasury.17 To achieve
this he must consider the effects of $t$, both on his share of income, and on the level of that income via its influence on $L$. That is, the autocrat’s tax rate determines his share of any increase in income from the provision of more public goods, but it also determines indirectly the productivity of those public goods because that tax rate influences the amount of cooperating factors of production, $L$, chosen by the autocrat’s subjects in the private sector.

**Figure 6**

By choosing $G^A$ and $t^A$ an autocrat can induce consumers to choose $L^A$ since $U^A$ is tangent to $X_{L^A}$ at $v_o$. But $G^A$ and $L^A$ produce a net $Y - G$ shown at $v_e$. The difference between producing at $v_e$ and consuming at $v_o$ allows the autocrat to collect $R$ in rents. $R$ is maximized at $L^A$ where the slope of $\phi = \text{slope of } \beta L$.

**Selfish Autocrat’s Optimum**

Although the selfish autocrat desires to extract the maximum in rent possible, we assume that he cannot price/tax discriminate. He can only impose one uniform proportional income tax. He, therefore, is constrained by the offer curve of the citizens. Moreover, he benefits if the society operates on its efficiency envelope since, 

---

Equivalently, the autocrat is the monopoly supplier of $G$ to his competitive citizen-workers. He cannot price discriminate, and therefore sets a single monopoly price to maximize his revenue.
ceteris paribus, he gets all the efficiency gains. A graphic solution to the selfish autocrat’s optimum problem is shown in Figure 6. He chooses values of \( t \) and of \( G \) where the slope of the offer curve, designated \( O_L \), equals the slope of the efficiency envelope – \( \beta \). At this point, \( (v_e \text{ on the efficiency envelope, and } v_o \text{ on the offer curve}) \), the distance between \( C = \varphi(L) \) and \( \beta L \) is a maximum. This distance represents rents under the assumed constraints. Figure 6 also shows that the autocrat chooses \( G^A \) such that \( Y_e = 1 - \) at the value of \( L = L^A \) which obtains at his optimum point on \( \varphi(L) \). And he chooses a value of \( t = t^A \) so that \( X(G^A, t^A) \) just induces \( L^A \). Note also that the citizens’ consumption possibility curve \( (1-t^A)Y(G^A, L) = X(t^A, G^A)L^A \) is below the curve \( Y(G^A, L) - G^A \) which means that more than enough tax is collected to pay for \( G^A \). The surplus is labeled “R.” Figure 6 also compares the selfish autocrat’s outcome with the utopian and the consensual outcomes. In the case illustrated in the diagram, \( G^A < G^N < G^O \) (although the curves for \( G^N \), and \( G^O \) have been suppressed). So the autocrat supplies less \( G \) than the consensus society and still less than a Utopia with lump sum taxes, even though supply of \( G \) is “efficient” and \( Y_e = 1 \) in all cases, again a counter proof to Barro’s claims. Moreover, the deadweight loss \( DWL \) induced by the selfish autocrat is greater than that induced by the consensual society as would be inferred from by \( U^A < U^N < U^O \). (\( U^A \), not shown, indicates the welfare which the citizens would enjoy if the autocrat returned all his rents to them --- which amount to the distance \( v_e - v_o \). This would place consumers at point \( v_e \) in the diagram.)

Necessary conditions for the autocrat’s maximum confirm this illustration. These again are much simplified in the Cobb-Douglas case by the transformation \( X = (1-t)G^{1-\alpha} \). The autocrat’s problem then becomes:

\[
\text{Max } Y - X - G = \text{Max } \{L(X)\}^{\alpha}G^{1-\alpha} - X(L(X))^{\alpha} - G
\]

(20)

Differentiating with respect to \( G \) gives:

\[
(1-\alpha)L^{\alpha}G^{1-\alpha} = 1 \Rightarrow Y_G = 1
\]

(21)

and with respect to \( X \) gives:

\[
\alpha L^{\alpha-1}G^{1-\alpha} = [L^{\alpha} + \alpha XL^{\alpha-1}L_X]/L_X = O_L
\]

(22)

i.e.

\[
Y_L = \text{Marg. Prod. of } L = \text{Slope of Offer Curve } = O_L.
\]

18 In this case, holding \( X \) constant and, therefore, \( L(X) \) constant, and, therefore, \( C(X) = X(L(X))^{\alpha} \) constant -- and adjusting \( t \) to maintain the constant value of \( X \) -- the autocrat obtains all the marginal benefits of additions to public good provision. And he pays the marginal resource costs of \( G \) which equal \( 1 \). Therefore he will set \( Y_G = 1 \).

19 Again the consumers’ maximization for any given value of \( X \) results in: \( \alpha XL^{\alpha-1} = -U_X/U_L = \text{MRS} \). This gives the offer curve in parametric form as in eq (16), with slope as in eq (22). Equation (22) gives the best choice of \( X \), i.e. the rent maximizing choice, for any choice of \( G \), not just the optimal choice. To illustrate, suppose
As Fig. 6 demonstrates, a sub-optimal choice of $G$ leads the autocrat to induce a sub-optimal $L$.

**Income Effects and the Autocrat’s Provision of Public Goods**

With income effects incorporated into the autocrat’s decision environment, the paradox may arise that an enduring autocrat will invest more in his domain --- that is provide more public goods --- than would a perfectly consensual society. By extracting income from his subjects, a selfish autocrat may cause them to work more than they would under a “perfect” democracy (one with all distribution questions solved, but still obliged to use income taxes to raise the revenues required for public factor inputs). This result is established in Fig. 7 showing a backward bending offer/supply curve and compares the outcomes for a consensus society and for the selfish autocrat. The benevolent government provides less $G$ than does the selfish autocrat.

---

**Figure 7**

With a back bending offer curve, a rent-maximizing autocrat may induce more $L$ and provide more $G$ than would a Consensual Democracy.

---

A non-optimal value of $G$ is chosen such that $Y_G \neq 1$. Then the surplus maximizing choice of $X$ (and therefore of $t$) is the value for which the slope of the offer curve through the point induced by the corresponding consumer choice of $L$ equals the marginal productivity of labor at that value of $L$ and the arbitrary $G$. Another approach to the autocrat’s allocation is to re-organize eq. (23) to maximize taxes net of public good costs. Using $t = [1 - (X/G)^{1-\alpha}]$ from equation (16) gives the autocrat’s maximand: $\text{Max}_{X,G} [t(X,G)\{[L(X)]^{\alpha}G^{1-\alpha}) - G]$.

Then differentiating over $G$ gives $Y_G = 1$; and with respect to $X$ gives: $tY_L L_x = Y(L,G)/(\partial Y/\partial X)$. The autocrat will increase $X$ until his tax share of the marginal benefit from the positive inducement which $\Delta X$ creates for more work offsets his tax revenue reduction due to the smaller $t/(\partial Y/\partial X < 0)$ which a higher $X$ entails. At the optimum these two effects just balance.
When the offer of labor decreases sufficiently with increases in income/welfare of the citizens (no need for inferior goods here!) a selfish autocrat extracts so much income that he stimulates greater supply of labor. At this greater labor supply, the autocrat is induced to provide more G than would a perfectly benevolent consensus. This completes the refutation of Barro.

8. ECONOMIES GOVERNED BY A SEMI-DEMOCRATIC RULING INTEREST

We have used a consensual, normatively ideal democracy to picture the performance from government that pursues the interests of all its citizens/workers. This is based on assumptions that obviously do not fit real-world societies. We have used an autocratic model to picture the opposite --- the performance of a government pursuing the interests of one individual with a tax monopoly but no productive or working stake in the economy whatsoever. Few if any real governments are controlled by one single, enduring, absolute ruler. Most governments reflect neither unanimous nor zero support and representation, but rather represent some ruling interest, such as a majority, that leaves out part of the society. Accordingly, I now will extend the model to a democratic government that does not embody a social consensus, but rather governs the society solely in the interest of a majority or other ruling interest. Here the rulers both control the government and also earn income in the market economy. The model will show how this more realistic government will resolve the choice between redistribution and provision of public goods, determining both the level of taxation and how much to divide tax proceeds between redistribution to itself and provision of the public good for everyone. As before, the entire national product Y(L,G) is produced in a market economy; since the society’s output depends on the public good G, some of its product will be spent to provide G; the remainder, Y - G, is net income. But now because we assume the ruling group earns market income, its net income comes from two sources: (1) its members’ earnings in the market and (2) any redistribution it extracts from the rest of society.20 We use M-O’s notation to characterize such democracies.

\[ F = \text{the fraction of the labor income (earned in the market) accruing to the redistributive ruling interest; some of the market income will be earned by them and some by the rest of the society, so } 0 < F < 1. \] This ruling interest contains people who produce 100 F% of national product. Its identity and its F are exogenous parameters. If F = 1 everyone is in the ruling interest and a consensual model would be appropriate. In

20 I assume that the ruling majority, like the autocrat, obtains everything that is redistributed.
an autocracy, where the dictator obtains all of his income through the
government, F=0.

D = the fraction of all private inputs to production (i.e. all other inputs
than public goods, G) owned by the ruling interest. I assume D = F; D
appears in the analysis only implicitly.

S = the share of total production that the ruling interest receives from
earnings plus redistribution. The “majority’s” share is the sum of these
two sources as a percentage of society’s total income.

\[ S = F + (1 - F)t \]  \hspace{1cm} (23)

If F = 0 then S = t, as in the analysis of the selfish autocrat. If F = 1, then S = 1,
representing the unanimous consensus.

**The Redistributive Democracy’s Allocation Problem**

We now model the choice of t, and of G, and of rents, R, for the redistributive
ruling interest. As we shall see, such a governmental form can be described as
a liner combination of the two polar cases we have already analyzed, or a point on
a spectrum between autocracy, and a consensus society. If the rulers supply D = F% of
the “labor” they earn F% of total product. The gross earnings of the F-majority
defined as \( E_F = FY \) is their gross payment received in return for offer of work.
Similarly \( E_{NF} = (1-F)Y \) defines the gross earning of the minority. Both \( E_F \) and \( E_{NF} \) are
reduced by the tax rate the rulers impose on the entire society, themselves included. \(^{21}\)
I use “\( C_j \) (j = F, NF)” to indicate post tax earnings.

\[ C_F = (1-t)FY; \quad C_{NF} = (1-t)(1-F)Y \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)

It is this net of tax rate-of-reward which decides the offer of labor. It simplifies
the technical presentation without prejudicing the outcome to assume identical
preferences for everyone. For the same reason we will assume that income transfers
do not change the economy wide supply of labor, allowing us to write the economy
wide offer curve independent income distribution. \(^{22}\)

\[ L = L_F + L_{NF} = \theta[C_F + C_{NF}] = \theta[C]; \quad \text{or} \quad C = \varphi(L) \]  \hspace{1cm} (25)

\(^{21}\) The tax, which the ruling majority imposes on itself, comes back to it as a transfer and therefore cancels out.
Because the ruling majority is assumed to be unable to tax itself differentially from the minority, we assume
that the tax which the majority imposes on itself has the same effect on its labor supply as the similar tax has
on the minority’s labor supply.

\(^{22}\) In effect this assumes that the marginal utility of consumption or income is constant, so that the transfer of
income effected through redistribution does not influence the offer of L of either of the exploiters nor of the
exploited.
Individual offer curves derive from consumer FOCs: 
\[ (1-t)Y_j U_c[C_j, L_j] + U_L[C_j, L_j] = 0, \] 
with \( j = F, NF \). Assuming identical preferences means the aggregate offer curve is a radial expansion of individual curves. This in turn implies:

\[ \begin{align*}
L_F &= FL = F\theta(C) : L_{NF} = (1-F)L = (1-F)\theta(C) \\
C_F &= FC = F\phi(L) : C_{NF} = (1-F)C = (1-F)\phi(L)
\end{align*} \] (26)

Again, "Cj" gives a ruling group’s after tax consumption but before receipts of transfers. The ruling majority not only obtains \( C_F \) for its consumption, but also the excess by which tax revenues exceed its expenditure on \( G \). So the rent received by the majority after payment for public goods is \( R = Y - C_F - C_{NF} - G \). Therefore, we write the majority’s total consumption after paying taxes, receiving transfers, and paying for \( G \) as: \(^{23}\)

\[ C_F + R = Y - C_{NF} - G \]

or

\[ C_F + R = FY + t(1-F)Y - G = SY - G \] (27)

The Redistributive Democracy’s Optimum

Thus, the majority’s allocation problem is:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Max U} &\{Y(L,G)-C_{NF}-G, FL\} = \text{Max U} \left\{ SY(L,G)-G, FL \right\} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad C_F = FC = F\phi(L)
\end{align*} \] (28)

With Cobb-Douglas production, again the transformation \( X = (1-t)G^{1-\alpha} \) greatly simplifies derivation of necessary conditions. \(^{24}\) The transformed maximization problem becomes:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Max U} &\{C_F + R, FL\} = \text{Max U} \left\{ (L(X))^{\alpha}G^{(1-\alpha)} - (1-F)X(L(X))^{\alpha} - G, FL \right\} \\
\text{X,G} & \quad \text{X,G}
\end{align*} \] (29)

Differentiating with respect to \( G \) gives:

\[ (1-\alpha)L^{\alpha}G^{1-\alpha} = 1 \quad \Rightarrow \quad Y_G = 1 \] (21 repeated)

which is the same as for the selfish autocrat. Just as an autocrat, a redistributive democracy, if it transfers a strictly positive amount to itself, provides an efficient supply of the public good. In turn, \( G \) is always adjusted to bring the pre-tax or gross marginal product of labor equal to the slope of the efficiency envelope, \( Y_L = \beta \). Next

\(^{23}\) Eq. (27) shows how \( S \) for a ruling interest resembles \( t \) for an autocrat. The autocrat collects \( tY \), the ruling interest \( SY \).

\(^{24}\) Consumers maximization for any given \( X \) results in \( \alpha X[L(X)]^{\alpha-1} = -U_c/U_L = \text{MRS} \). This gives the offer curve, in parametric form, as: \( L = [\text{MRS}t\alpha X]^{(1-\alpha)} = L(X) \); and \( C(X) = X[L(X)]^{\alpha} \), with slope as derived in equation (22).
differentiating (29) with respect to X and incorporating the slopes of indifference and offer curves proves a central result of this paper:

$$\alpha L^{(\alpha-1)}G^{(1-\alpha)} = F[-UL/U_C] + (1-F) [L^\alpha + \alpha XL^{(\alpha-1)}L_X]/L_X \quad (30)$$

or

$$Y_L = F \cdot MRS + (1-F)O_L \quad (31)$$

Equation (31) shows that the ruling interest’s optimum is “in between” the optimum of the consensus majority, and that of the selfish autocrat – a weighted average of the two with the weight determined by the fraction of the private economy owned by the ruling interest, and thus the fraction included in their calculations. With constant marginal utility of income, a redistributive democracy always induces more labor supply and provides more public good than a selfish autocrat25: \(L^R = L^F/F > L^A\); \(G^R > G^A\). The ruling interest’s tax collections in excess of costs of G is given by \(R = \beta L - \phi(L)\).

**Benevolent Ruling Interests Which Refrain From Redistribution**

If we use the condition \(MRS = (1-t)Y_L\), inserting it back into equation (31) gives:

$$F = \frac{O_L - O_Y}{O_L - (1-t)Y_L} \quad (32)$$

Equation (32) might seem to indicate that the equation applies when \(F = 1\) – where the redistributing interest represents the entire society. But this would be wrong. \(F = 1\) can only be compatible with equation (32) if \(t = 0\). But then no public goods could be provided. The proper interpretation here is more surprising – namely that as \(F\) increases \(t\) must decline, but only to a point. Once \(F\) reaches a critical crossover value of \(F = \hat{F}\) all taxes are spent exclusively on public good provision. For values of \(F\) greater or equal to this critical value, all redistribution ceases, and a ruling interest government taxes only to provide public goods, just as would a consensus government. This parallels the similar result first established with fixed labor supply and absence of income effects in M-O (1996). Because \(G\) is essential to positive output under Cobb-Douglas, and because the ruling majority must on our assumptions tax itself as well as the minority at the same rate, there is a built-in incentive to limit that taxation even though its purpose is to redistribute to the rulers themselves. Once the marginal deadweight loss, which the ruling interests themselves bear, reaches the same value as their marginal gain from transfers, they stop redistribution because it does not benefit them. The larger the value of \(F\), the sooner this happens, and if \(F\) is

---

25 The assumption of constant marginal utility of C precludes a back bending offer curve. Comparisons of the consensus, autocrat, and redistributive majority when the supply of labor decreases with greater net wage therefore become much more involved. Income effects of transfers from unrepresented workers to the controlling majority no longer offset each other.
large enough – equal to or greater than \(\hat{F}\) – the tax necessary to finance a second best optimal provision of public goods itself creates so large a marginal deadweight loss for the majority that it does not pay them to redistribute at all. And this effect most definitely arises before \(F = 0\); that is necessarily \(\hat{F} > 0\).

9. Extension Beyond Cobb-Douglas Production Functions

Most of the conclusions derived above use an assumption of C-D production. Barro (1990), and Karras (1996) note that other CRS production functions change the results. Absent C-D, it no longer is optimal to provide an "efficient" supply of \(G\). Without C-D, \(Y_G\) may be greater than unity and in a sense too little \(G\) supplied by an optimizing benign government; or \(Y_G\) may be less than unity and too much \(G\) will be supplied by an optimizing Consensus. Here, we briefly provide an intuition behind the change to CES production (also CRS), which is non-C-D. All other elements of our analysis remain the same except for the description of technology. Consider then the CES function:

\[
Y = [aL^\alpha + bG^\alpha]^{1/\alpha}
\] (33)

with \(0 < a, b < 1\). As the function \(Y\) is CRS, the envelope function \(Y(L)\) [derived from \(\text{Max}_G Y(L,G) - G\) and defined by combining \(Y(L,G) - G\) and \(Y_G(L,G) = 1\)] is linear as in Fig. 2, with no qualitative change in the efficiency envelope, slope say \(\gamma\). Under proportional taxation and given values of \(G\) and of \(t\) the consumer maximizes utility along:

\[
(1-t)Y = (1-t)L[a + b(G/L)^\alpha]^{1/\alpha} = (1-t)G[a(L/G)^\alpha + b]^{1/\alpha}
\] (34)

But now for any given value of \(G\), say \(G^k\), each value of \(t\) gives a different consumption opportunity curve. Unlike the CD case as discussed earlier, these consumer opportunity curves do not originate at the origin. Moreover, and crucially, for each value of \(G = G^k\) there is an entire map of \((1-t)Y(L, G^k)\) curves. Therefore each \(G^k\) generates “its own” offer curve, \(O^k\). So for each value of \(G = G^k\) there is a separate offer curve, \(O^k\) and a separate balanced budget curve, \(Y(L, G^k) - G^k\). Once the government chooses \(G\) and \(t\), consumers choose, \(L\) and then \(C\) as implied by that \(L\). For a combination of choices to be viable the consumer’s choice must place the society on or below the balanced budget curve \(Y(L, G^k) - G^k = 0\) pertaining to that choice of \(G = G^k\).

---

26 The effect is also valid when \(F > \hat{F}\) and \(Y_G > 1\).
27 With complete planning control, overall efficiency conditions remain as described in Section III above.
28 More accurately, without local factor substitution elasticity of unity at the optimum, it is no longer optimal to supply an efficient amount of \(G\); i.e. \(Y_G \neq 1\).
29 The formula for \(\gamma\) is: \(\gamma = \frac{a + b/m}{1 + a/m} - \frac{1}{m} \), where \(m = [(1/b)^{1/(1-\alpha)} - b]/\alpha\).
Now consider the utopian government, which taxes only to provide public goods. Whichever value of $G^k$ this government chooses, it must choose a value of $t$ at which the $Y(L, G^k) - G^k = 0$ and the offer curve, $O^k$, intersect since only an intersection is consistent both with consumer utility maximization and budget balance. Which of these points of intersection is best for the consensual society?

Note that a point of common intersection among all three functions --- i.e. the efficiency envelope $\gamma L$, $[Y(L, G^k) - G^k]$, and $O^k$ --- could not be the optimum. To see this, go to Figure 8. The intersection occurs at $\Omega^k$, with the indifference curve tangent to the consumer’s after tax opportunity locus. Therefore there is a lens of possible welfare improvement as shown, and this can be reached with a larger $G$ which then generates an expanded offer curve. Hence $\Omega^k$ cannot be optimal since an increase in $G$, $\Delta G > 0$ accompanied by an increase $L$, $\Delta L > 0$ along the expanded offer curve can move into the Pareto-superior lens. Q.E.D.

This also explains why the C-D optimum is on the efficiency envelope – where $Y_G = 1$. The reason: in the C-D case only the one offer curve obtains for all G-t combinations. The lens of potential improvement is there; consumers would indeed desire more $G$, but with a single offer curve their own behavior – if $G$ and $t$ are changed from the C-D optimum – pushes them back to a lower level of welfare. Should the government increase $G$ from the C-D optimum, consumers will not increase or decrease $L$, $\Delta L = 0$, i.e. $L_G = \partial L(G)/\partial G = 0$.

So where is the best outcome for the consensus society? Consider $\Omega^k$, $(k = 1, 2, 3...)$. alternatives.

These and others like them generate a locus, say EE, where for each value of $G$ chosen the budget is just balanced. The problem is: which of these points is best. The solution is: where the EE locus [of intersections of $Y(L, G^k) - G^k$ with $O^k$ $(k = 1, 2, 3...)$] is tangent to the consumer’s indifference map! Fig 9 pictures two mutually exclusive regions of tangency optima, *neither on the efficiency envelope $\gamma$*. In region I the balanced budget provision of $G$ stimulates so much labor supply at the optimum that it brings the marginal product of Labor down below $\gamma$ – the slope of the envelope.

In this case, point j in the diagram, marginal product of $G$ exceeds its cost: because $Y_L < \gamma$, $Y_G > 1$. Barro implicitly shows that here the elasticity of $Y$ with respect to $G$, $\eta > 1$, and Karras shows that at such a tangency on EE greater $G$ must stimulate labor supply, i.e. $dL/dG > 0$. On the other hand, in the region II of Fig. 9 for example point, jj, the balanced budget provision of $G$ stimulates too little labor; the $L$ chosen by consumers is insufficient to bring the marginal product of Labor down to $\gamma$, the slope of the envelope. This implies too much $G$; the marginal product of public goods is below marginal cost; $Y_L > \gamma$, $Y_G < 1$. In this case the elasticity of $Y$ with respect to $G$, $\eta < 1$; at tangency on EE a marginal balanced budget increase in $G$ must lower the equilibrium value of $L$, $dL/dG < 0$. 
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Figure 8. For CES Non-C-D Production Attainable Outcomes on the Consumption Frontier Cannot be Overall Efficient
Offer curve $O^1$ intersects the linear Feasibility Frontier $γL$, at which point an indifference curve $U^1$ and a consumption opportunity curve $(1-t)Y(G, L)$ are tangent. This creates the lens-shaped area above welfare level $U^1$. Because other Offer Curves are available $O^{k=2}$, $O^{k=3}$, etc. self-financing allocations can be reached within the shaded area.

Figure 9.
10. Conclusions

Writing in 1958 Edward Banfield reported the answers of a poor Italian villager to an anthropological survey: the villager preferred an absolute monarchy to democracy because the monarch would “fix” the economy whenever it was “broken.” Banfield’s villager perceived some mutuality of interest between autocratic government and its subjects. Building a formal economic model of the interdependence, this paper has shown how far reaching indeed this principle extends. Even the most absolutist of autocrats has an incentive to limit his tax theft and to invest in his people (the shorter or less secure the autocrat’s reign, the weaker is this effect). In fact, an autocrat may invest more than a society would choose to do for itself. This can happen because the income effect of taxation will always provide taxpayers with an incentive to work more. If this incentive to work more outweighs the coexisting opposite incentive due to the substitution effect, then the autocrat could want to provide more collective overhead capital goods which complement the work effort input made by the citizens.

As evident from the diversity of autocratic or oligarchic governments throughout the world, this framework needs elaboration. More dimensions added to the picture of autocracy should include such variables as the permanence/transience of the rulers and how this is influenced by their allocative behavior, their motives and perceived legitimacy, their reach and discrimination in taxing and subsidizing powers, and the military resource requirements for and feasibility of sustaining governance. Then the idea that every form of government behaves partly like a “pure” autocracy could be tested in both developing and developed worlds. But although the model offered here is still a beginning, the basic principle is far reaching that ceteris paribus the income effect, which a dictator’s depredation has on his subjects, provides them with an incentive to work more and him with an incentive to invest more – an effect as shown in Section 8 – to be balanced off against the strength of the ruler’s “encompassing stake” in the economy.

Not only does the autocratic model offer explanatory power over the structure of dictatorship, but quite surprisingly it helps – as elaborated in Section 8 – to explain the structure and survival of democracies. This unexpected dividend shows why the pessimistic conjecture attributed to Alexander Tytler – at the opening of this paper – is both historically and logically false. Democracies do not necessarily self-destruct by taxation precisely because they retain an element of the rational, surplus maximizing structure of autocracy. This allows us to conceive of them as a mixture of pure dictatorship with pure utopia, and to identify them with a point on the spectrum between these two extremes. Any such mixture, far from taxing itself into extinction, will tax itself less than an unbridled dictator ever would. Moreover,
the closer such a mixture comes to representing the entire society, the greater will be its government’s stake in the private economy, and the less will it redistribute. Thus, contrary to Tytler the mixed modern semi-democracy is limited in its greed to be less redistributive than the autocrat on the one hand, and to require less than unanimous representation to in fact represent the entire society.

While there are many gaps in the theory presented here, some can be filled by refinements: such as allowing differential taxation between those in and out of power, or discrimination between groups in the targeting of benefits of government outlay. But some of the missing elements require more than fine-tuning. Especially glaring is the absence of an explanation for how a ruling interest obtains and maintains its position. Thus, the role of coercion and force in establishing and supporting the monopoly power to tax, in defending the regime from external and internal conquest, and in defending the citizenry from each other’s predations, without overwhelming and subjugating the state that it is supposed to protect must be integrated into future analysis.
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